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VERSE

\(\text{Ab}\)  \(\text{Eis/G}\)  \(\text{Fm7}\)

O-ver the bro-ken-ness, in-to the emp-ti-ness You-

\(\text{Db2}\)  \(\text{Eis}\)  \(\text{Ab}\)  \(\text{Eis/G}\)  \(\text{Fm7}\)

are sing-ing a-gain; Words of re-demp-tion and songs-

\(\text{Db2}\)  \(\text{Ab}\)  \(\text{Eis/G}\)  \(\text{Fm7}\)  \(\text{Db}\)

of de-liv-er-ance, heal-ing that comes in Your name;

\(\text{Eis}\)  \(\text{Fm7}\)  \(\text{Db2}\)

Ech-oi-ning down through the a-ges, hearts are freed-

\(\text{Eis}\)  \(\text{Fm7}\)  \(\text{Db2}\)

at the sound of Your voice. It's the

\(\text{Ab}\)  \(\text{Eis}\)  \(\text{Fm7}\)

sound of Your good-ness, the sound of hope fill-ing the air;

\(\text{Dbmaj7}\)  \(\text{Ab}\)  \(\text{Eis}\)

It's the call of Your king-dom, a-
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Over the brokenness, into the emptiness You are singing again;

Words of redemption and songs of deliverance,

healing that comes in Your name;

Echoing down through the ages, hearts are freed at the sound of Your voice.

It's the

Over the barrenness, into the night;

Over the loneliness growing inside;

Over the hearts where hope's been destroyed;
Loud and louder, it is Your voice;}

Over the barrenness, into the night;____

Over the loneliness growing inside;____

Over the hearts where hope's been destroyed;

Loud and louder, it is Your voice. It's the

Over the brokenness, into the emptiness You

are singing again.____
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